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ABSTRACT

SIMPLE DESIGN MODIFICATIONS OF NIU LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
FOR THE REMOTE APPLICATIONS
Krishna Chaithanya Vakati, M.S.
Department of Electrical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Dr. Reza Hashemian, Director

Science and engineering courses normally include having the students perform useful tests
and assignments in the laboratories as a component of their insight and aptitude improvement.
These are the key in strengthening hypotheses learned in the class and help to encourage them to
think independently. However, due to the limited resources of traditional laboratories, the acquired
practical knowledge is not enough for competing with the rapid development of technology. Remote laboratories provide solutions for this problem by permitting research supplies to be utilized
by the students from any place and any time.
This paper reports the customization process of three engineering systems in a simple and
efficient way so that the current designers can integrate these new advancements into the process
of developing the remote laboratories. This paper helps to understand basic pedagogical issues and
practical problems while developing remote laboratories. It also discussed the user interface with
the web pages created; secure login procedures, laboratory safety features, various technical advancements, and performance characteristics of the developed hardware.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Research facility-based courses are necessary as a basic component of any practical training. Research shows students who have hands on experience in research facilities have more effective problem solving skills compared to the students who have only theoretical knowledge. But
most universities do not have the required research facilities. Also, the utilization of facilities is
limited because of the regular time schedule of the laboratories. So to address the issue of limited
laboratory resources for the large amount of students, the idea of remote laboratories comes into
the picture. Remote laboratories are effective in terms of utilization of laboratory resources at convenient times. They also give virtual hands on access to the student experiments particularly to
students from remote areas.
Traditional laboratories have fixed times for students to perform a limited number of experiments. With these practices, the acquired practical knowledge is not enough due to the rapid
development of technology. Also, group sharing facilities among the students make the situation
even worse (Grose, 2003). It is usually difficult to accommodate any extra time due to the lack of
resources to keep the laboratories open, but ironically, too much equipment lies idle during most
of its usable lifetime. Remote experimentation facilities can provide cost effective and unlimited
access to experiments and maximize utilization of available resources. Moreover, this allows interexperiment collaboration among universities and research centers by providing research and student groups’ access to a wide collection of expensive experimental resources at geographically
distant locations (Jona, 2011).
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The first and foremost challenge of any laboratory development is identifying the type of
experiment. Some of the experiments are not cost effective to convert into remote experiments.
For example, converting a small electronic circuit into a remote experiment using a lot of resources
is not efficient. Secondly, the remote user operates the laboratory equipment in all conceivable
ways, so the designer needs to think of any experiment from the client’s perspective. For example,
consider a robot that the remote user controls; it can be damaged if the user does not operate it
carefully. So it is the designer’s responsibility to think of every possible situation that the user
deals with. Sometimes laboratory instructor intervention needs to replace the batteries because
batteries die if they are used over a period of time. If the designer does not want to change them,
he has to automate the charging process. The challenges for the development of remote laboratory
experiments vary from one to another. These challenges depend on the available resources the
designer has to face in regard to some of the practical issues, such as replacing the batteries manually.
This paper discusses the technical considerations and instructional issues that influence the
complexity of the development of remote laboratories. This paper is focused mainly on the design
modification of three engineering systems (i.e., Roomba Create, House Model and Ball and Plate
System) to control and analyze the real time data from the remote end. Online laboratory learning
may be augmented by adding GUI graphs, displaying the controller responses and also showing
the real time plant. The main contribution of this research is to develop a reference model that
helps students explore different hardware and control operations remotely so that it will motive
them to develop remote laboratories. This paper helps to understand basic pedagogical issues and
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solves practical problems while developing the remote laboratories. Also, it demonstrates the user
interface with the web page created; secure login procedures and laboratory safety features.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Chapter1 is the introduction to the remote
laboratories and the literature review done for this paper. Chapter 2 describes the customization of
Roomba Create and discusses various programming methods and pedagogical issues. Chapter 3
presents modification of the House in a simple and efficient way, including the safety and security
features of remote laboratory development. Chapter 4 presents the customization of the Ball and
plate system in such a way that it can be taken as a reference to the students to develop different
control applications on the basis of current development. Chapter 5 describes the conclusion, and
Chapter 6 offers future directions for the NIU remote laboratory.

1.1 Literature Review
The advent and wide use of the internet has brought a new range of opportunities to sustain
and expand existing networks and to create new ones. Various universities have been operating
remote laboratory facilities all over the world (Harward, 2008). Also, new remote laboratory
courses have been introduced. A few examples include MIT’s iLab,University of Technology
Sidney, University of Wyoming, Northwestern University and Northern Illinois University
(Fjeldly, 2003).
As an illustration, Figure 1 shows the remote laboratory facility developed at Northern
Illinois University by the engineering faculty in the Department of Technology, USA. This facility
currently supports 10 different experiments, with multiple sets of equipment, for each experiment.
Abul Azad and Reza Hashemain are the primary investigators from Northern Illinois University;
they took the initiative to integrate some of the traditional laboratory equipment within a remote
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laboratory platform so that students would be able to use the equipment as a part of their academic
study. (Azad, 2013)

Figure 1: Remote Laboratory facility in Northern Illinois University.

The development process for an internet accessible remote laboratory is complex, as it
involves multiple disciplines: software, hardware, computer interfacing, Web development, Web
security, user interface, and management (Harrison, 2008). A number of research groups have
developed remote laboratories and have demonstrated their potential in the fields of teaching, research, and industry (Hardison, 2008). However, there is a lack of common strategies in the developed approaches; there is a difficulty transferring and integrating technology from one laboratory
implementation to another (Esche, 2012). In addition, even incorporating these remote laboratories
for a given STEM course requires expert skills and makes it difficult for a faculty member to adopt
them (Aliane, 2008). These problems affect sustainability and are a major challenge for the institutionalization of remote laboratories.
The strategies utilized for remote research facility access can be differentiated into two
classifications: those that need additional equipment and those that do not. Developing access to
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the laboratory equipment such as signal generators, monitoring equipment, and oscilloscopes from
the remote place by using the software and additional hardware comes under the first category
(Reza, 2007). The second category involves completing the software base and using a client-server
paradigm. Although the second one is more practical and expandable, it needs an expert developer
for coding the complex algorithms to maintain the laboratory programs. So to simplify the maintenance and the complexity of the laboratory development, the first category was chosen for this
research (Pearson, 2009).
Through research on the remote laboratory software, it was decided to use the LabVIEW
program from National Instruments for customizing the three systems (Roomba Create, House
model and Ball and plate system). LabVIEW contains the proper interface to easily communicate
with the sensors and is also user friendly, while integrating all the sensors into a single system
(Heimbach, n.d.).In addition to that, it has an in-built remote controlled application developing
feature (shown in Figure 2) so that the user can easily use it as a remote laboratory application.
Using LabVIEW in a real world example would be expensive, but the application in the project is
to explore the possibility of using LabVIEW and the capabilities of the system.

Figure 2: LabVIEW remote development feature
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So LabVIEW software was chosen for implementing the Graphical user interface (GUI)
for the smart House and for Roomba Create. Rooomba Create project was initially developed by
promod in 2014 during his thesis work (Pramod, 2014).

CHAPTER 2
CUSTOMIZING ROOMBA CREATE

2.1 Introduction to the Roomba Create
Roomba Create (RoCr) is a complete robot development system that allows one to program
new robot behaviors without thinking much about mechanical assembly or low-level code. The
system was developed by iRobot RoCr’s Open Interface (OI) provides a set of commands, such as
‘drive’ commands, demo commands, song commands, and sensor commands (Appendix A).
These can be used to develop new behaviors, and add third party electronics, and write Open Interface-based programs to control the RoCr using serial communication. In this paper Roomba
Create was used as the first reference model for the development of remote laboratories. Components of RoCr are shown in Figure 3: Top view, Figure 4: Buttons and lights, Figure 5: Bottom
view.

Figure 3: Top view.
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Figure 4: Buttons and lights.

Figure 5: Bottom view

In the past the Roomba Create has been used by Dr. Azad’s group to study its integration
with a remote laboratory facility. Pramod , a graduate from Northern Illinois University initiated
the Roomba Create (Appendix B). Promod’s main focus for this project was obstacle avoidance
and Graphical User Interface development for making the Roomba controlled via the internet. He
succeeded while making the GUI, but his approach for obstacle avoidance was not accurate. He
modified the Roomba Create to avoid any obstacle in its way and to develop an alternative path
when it is necessary (Pramod, 2014).For more details of Promod’s development see Appendix B.
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2.2 Modification of the Roomba Create
There are some limitations with the system developed system by Promod listed as below.
•

Complicated Infrared (IR) data processing and subsequent command generation from LabVIEW make the system slow to respond.

•

Sensor sensitivity is poor with respect to angle.

•

Complicated LabVIEW structure makes processing slow.

•

Video and Bluetooth operated on the same frequency band and caused interference.

•

Use of two communication methods (Radio frequency and Bluetooth) for a single device
might affect the performance.
To overcome these limitations, Roomba Create (RoCr) was modified so that it could be

controlled wirelessly from a computer via GUI. Provisions were made to implement the GUI
available over the internet so that the user can control the Roomba from a remote location. In
terms of operation, RoCr can be operated in two modes, Manual and Auto. In Manual mode, the
user can direct RoCr using the GUI, while in Auto mode, RoCr can travel within a given space
where IR sensors are used for obstacle avoidance. In terms of modification, a number of IR sensors
are attached to the RoCr, and an Arduino mega microcontroller board is used to perform the Auto
mode operations (Arduino Mega, 2015). An image of the modified RoCr, along with the integrated
IR sensors and Arduino board, is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Roomba Create with integrated IR sensors and Arduino mega board.

2.2.1

Block diagram:
The overall block diagram of Roomba Create is shown in Figure 7. It is typically used to

understand the details of the implementation of the RoCr system. From the block diagram, it is
clear that Control buttons such as forward, back, left and right are used to move the Roomba in
different directions, while indicators are used to sense the bumps and edges, etc. Bluetooth is a
wireless support used as a serial connection between Roomba and LabVIEW. An Internet Protocol
(IP) Camera used to visualize the real time video of the Roomba Create. The basic principle behind
this development was to control the Roomba Create in two modes. The first one is Manual control
and the other one is Auto control.
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Figure 7 Overall block diagram of a RoCr System

The physical layout diagram for the Roomba create is as shown Figure 8.

Figure 8: Physical layout Diagram for Roomba Create

2.2.2

Manual Control
Manual control is simply the user having a set of control buttons in hand. To control RoCr

manually, the user must use the buttons on the GUI. By pressing each button, a set of predefined
commands passes serially in an array format to the RoCr (Appendix A). These commands are
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made to perform the particular task defined in the Roomba manual. The combination of different
commands performs various tasks such as forward, reverse, left, right, speed adjustments, radius
adjustments, etc. Apart from that, users can also visualize the sensor status like Right Bump, Left
Bump, Left Wheel Drop, Right Wheel Drop, Virtual Wall, Right Wheel Over Current, etc. Figure
9 depicts the GUI with all the control buttons and indicators.

Figure 9: GUI for Roomba control in Manual mode.

2.2.3

Auto Control
The user can switch the RoCr to the Auto mode by pressing the Auto tab shown in Figure

9. By doing that, RoCr moves with a program called obstacle avoidance. Obstacle avoidance is a
program developed in Arduino board to avoid collisions. In addition to that, the user can also
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visualize the sensor information such as Right Bump, Left Bump, Left Wheel Drop, Right Wheel
Drop, Virtual Wall, Right Wheel Over Current with the help of the GUI.
A number of hardware modifications were used to implement the Auto control mode: Arduino mega Microcontroller, Infrared sensors, Bluetooth, transistor 2N2907, and voltage regulator
LM7805, two 5v relays, a 12V battery, and LM324 (Appendix C). The schematic diagram in
Figure 10 depicts how the Auto mode is designed with these components. This hardware is responsible for obstacle avoidance as well as switching between the two modes.

Figure 10: Schematic Diagram for Hardware.
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When the user presses the Auto button, it switches the Data in1 pin in the parallel port to
high. Data in1 pin in the parallel port is connected to the comparator (LM324). It compares the
Data in1 value (5 V) with the potentiometer value (2.5V) and sets the output value high. Here the
direct use of LM324 not only acts as a comparator but also as a driver for the two relays and as a
reference voltage input for the Arduino pins D3 and D5. By triggering the relays, one can turn on
the Arduino power, also the output data transfers from the microcontroller TX0 to the Roomba
RXT pin via 2n2907 transistor. Addition of the PNP transistor (2N2907) helps switch the Roomba
back to the Manual mode. Figure 11 shows the GUI for the Roomba control in Auto mode in block
diagram representation.

Figure 11 Block Diagram representation of Roomba Control in Auto mode.

2.2.3.1 Control Strategies in Auto mode:
Auto mode with Clockwise avoidance is one way of avoiding the obstacle: i.e. moving in
a clockwise direction as a diversion when the IR senses the obstacle. By comparing all IR sensors
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at once, the Roomba decides which direction it should go. Figure 12 shows Roomba trajectory in
the Auto mode clockwise direction.

Figure 12: Roomba Trajectory in Auto mode Clock wise direction

Auto mode with Counterclockwise avoidance: This is the same way of avoiding the obstacle but in the reverse of the first one. The Roomba moves in a counter clock wise direction when
it detects the obstacle. Figure 13 shows the Roomba trajectory in the Auto mode counter clock
wise direction.

Figure 13: Roomba Trajectory in Auto mode Counter Clock wise direction
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2.2.4

Switching between Auto and Manual modes:
By default, the Roomba is in the Manual mode, so the user can control buttons like forward,

left, right, back, speed, radius etc. Also, the user can observe the sensor status like Right bump,
Left bump, Left Wheel Drop, Right Wheel Drop, Virtual Wall, Right Wheel Over Current, etc. To
switch to Auto mode from the Manual mode, the user needs to send the command 9307 via the
serial port (Appendix A). Once the command reaches the Roomba, it switches the Roomba to the
Auto mode by enabling the VIN pin in the microcontroller. Then the microcontroller will take
control over the Roomba and start communication with it. Even though the Roomba is in Manual
mode all the time, when the user presses the Auto switch, the Roomba assumes an autonomous
mode.
It is difficult to switch it back to the Manual mode from the Auto mode without losing
serial connection. Because the Roomba is already continuously communicating with another device, to break the continuous communication between the Roomba and the microcontroller without
losing the serial connection, we need to send sequential data with a high data rate in a repeated
fashion. By doing that, the frequency and data rate in the Manual mode is much higher than in the
Auto mode. In that case, it is possible to break the communication between the Roomba and the
microcontroller without losing Bluetooth serial connection. To implement this, we created a stop
button in GUI with a set of repeated data. When it reached the Roomba via the serial port and
disables the microcontroller, it set the Roomba back to the Manual mode. Figure 14 illustrates the
flowchart for the process of controlling the Roomba.
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Figure 14: Control flow chart between Manual and Auto modes

2.2.5

Program flow for the Roomba in LabVIEW:
LabVIEW is a key resource to use the Roomba as a remote laboratory application. So it is

important to know about the programming in LabVIEW. It is also useful to understand more
clearly about the difference in modes. For easy understanding, I divided the main program into the
three main blocks as shown. Each block is a process followed by another, and it repeats. Figure 15
illustrates the overall process of implementing the Roomba Create control.

Figure 15: Main loop
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2.2.5.1 Manual Block:

Figure 16: Program flow for Manual control

In the Manual block (Figure 16), data flow is a sequential process that starts by selecting a
suitable serial port for communication and initializing with the baud rate and storage buffer. There
is always a part of the command that repeats every time when you send a command (prefix). So
first I loaded that command as a default part to the digital write and passed it to the event structure.
Event structure has multiple events listed in its memory, but it only selects one at a time. The
suitable event can be selected by the user in real time with the control switches in the GUI. So by
writing the default command and concatenating the suitable event structure, the whole command
seems to be the desired sequential data, and passes serially to the Roomba at the time of writing to
the Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA).
2.2.5.2 Display Block (Sequence 2):

Figure 17: Program flow for Display Control
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In the display block (Figure 17), sequence 2 is followed by sequence 1.The same serial port
used in sequence 1 is also used for sequence 2, as the serial port has a serial transmit and receive
buffer. The received data stores a buffer with a default buffer size 8. The digital read block reads
the data from the buffer and compares it with the existing data having all the Roomba sensor information. If any of the existing Roomba sensor data match with the current sensor reading, it
immediately displays it with an indicator.
2.2.5.3 Auto Block (Sequence 3):

Figure 18: Program flow for Auto Control

In Auto block (Figure 18), sequence 3 is followed by sequence 2. So the same serial port
used in sequence 2 is also used for sequence 3, as the serial port has a serial transmit and receive
buffer. It is similar to sequence 1, but the command I send from the event structure is either
80899303 or 80899305 to switch on the microcontroller. Similarly 80890000 is used to switching
off the microcontroller and sets the Roomba in Manual mode.
2.2.6

Programming the Arduino:
The flowcharts in Figure 19 and 20 give the information about the program logic and the

processing steps involved while programming the Arduino board. It works on a simple logic of
obstacle avoidance by getting the input data from the IR sensors. To avoid obstacles, there are
many ways. Here I used one way of avoiding, i.e. moving in a clockwise direction as a diversion
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when the IR sensors sees the obstacle. By comparing all the IR sensors at once, the Roomba decides which direction it should go. The program sequence and program logic shown below are the
steps used in writing the program in Arduino.

Figure 19: Program sequence
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Figure 20: Programming Logic

One can see the Arduino Code written to avoid the obstacle in Appendix E.

2.3

Testing of the modified Roomba Create

2.3.1

IR Sensitivity Test
It is really important to measure the sensitivity of the IR sensor to improve the performance

of Roomba. Also, it is useful to validate the distance from one IR sensor to the other. For the
measurement of sensitivity of the sensor, I needed to perform the following experiment.
•

Connect the IR input pins to +5V and GND respectively.

•

Record the voltages from the output pin by keeping the IR fixed and moving the object at
different distances. The change in voltage from one instance to another gives the sensitivity
information about the IR sensor, as shown in the Figure 21.
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Figure 21: IR sensitivity plot as a function of distance.

But it does not give the complete information about the sensitivity, which is also variable
with angle. Hence for the measurement of sensitivity at different angles, I needed to do another
experiment as shown in Appendix D.
2.3.2

Efficiency test:
It is important to analyze the V-I characteristics because it is a tool to improve the effi-

ciency of the design. For example, if the Roomba is in Manual mode, there is no need of powering
the IR sensors. By seeing the V-I characteristics, one can modify the design to improve the discharging time. It improves the overall performance. Table 1 describes the V-I characteristics of
the modified Roomba.
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Table 1 V-I Characteristics of the modified Roomba

S.No Input Voltage Current Drawn Current Drawn in Manual mode
Auto mode
1

1V

0.01

0.01

2

2V

0.03

0.03

3

4V

0.05

0.05

4

6V

0.05

0.05

5

8V

0.27

0.09

6

10V

0.27

0.09

7

12V

0.28

0.10

8

14V

0.28

0.10

9

16V

0.35

0.10

From the above table, it is clear that the operating voltages of the Roomba are in the
range of 8 V to 16 V. The power drawn in Auto mode is much higher than the Manual mode. So
from the analysis by default, if the Roomba is in the Manual mode it saves a lot of power compared to the Auto mode.
2.3.3

Speed Test
It is important to test the speed of the Roomba. According to the Roomba open interface

(irobot, 2006) the speed of the Roomba Create varies between -500mm/sec to +500mm/sec. In
practical it is calculated as

/

. The remote lab designer has to control the speed of

the Robot to avoid the risks of over driving or damage to robot. In this project maximum speed
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in Manual mode was 100mm/sec so that the user can vary it from 0 to 100. Where as in Auto
mode, the speed was fixed at 200mm/sec.
2.3.4

Signal Strength Test
This project used a limited area so that the Bluetooth signal strength was quite good

throughout the area. Bluetooth is a wireless technology standard for exchanging data over short
distances (2.4 to 2.485 GHz) from fixed and mobile devices, and for building personal area networks.

2.4

Analysis of modified Roomba Create
The analysis of Roomba Create in terms of modification to the previous design is as fol-

lows.
•

There is no receiver board. Now the control operations are much simpler and more accurate because of the IR processing done in the (transmitter board in previous design) microcontroller itself.

•

There is no RF link for the communication between the transmitter board and receiver
boards. Because there is no receiver board. It reduces the communication errors and improves the efficiency of the overall system.

•

Only Bluetooth is used instead of using both Bluetooth and RF communication. It reduces the signal interference caused by the system.

•

An Arduino board replaces the Parallax propeller processer, which makes the programming much simpler compared to the previous design.

•

The design is more accurate in terms of obstacle avoidance because more IR sensors were
used for better avoidance.
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•

The complicated LabVIEW program was replaced by the simple LabVIEW program,
which makes the Central Processing Unit (CPU) faster compared to the previous design.

•

The integrated video camera was replaced by the IP camera, which works independent of
the LabVIEW. It improves the video quality and there are no delays while processing the
video.

•

The user can see the video in real time and is given access to change the tilt of the camera.

•

The design simplified GUI in terms of controlling from the website so that user access is
much better compared to the previous design.

•

One or more persons can view the operations of the Roomba Create, but at one time, one
person is allowed to control the Roomba.

•

A Lithium Ion battery is used for powering the external hardware. We designed an outer
cover for the Roomba Create and fixed all the components within the given space.

2.5

Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Designing:

Hardware: Quick Circuit Systems
Software: ISOPRO
T-Tech designed Quick Circuit prototyping is an intelligent data conversion software for
desktop prototyping solutions used in the design and fabrication phase of a prototype product.
ISOPRO is the software responsible for designing different layers. The purpose of each layer is
different from the other layers. There were four layers used in this project to design Printed Circuit
Board. At each layer, a different set of tools was used such as end mills, and drill bits to design
the printed circuit layout. For more details refer to Appendix F.
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2.6

Posting VI on to the Web:
As an inherent feature of LabVIEW, the developed GUI can be launched as a web page

using the web publishing tool. This web page can then be accessed using any web browser that
already has the LabVIEW runtime engine plug-in installed in it. One can search the www.ni.com
website for this runtime engine. A LabVIEW 2013 32-bit runtime engine was used for this project.
All the control and monitoring facilities of the original VI are available over the internet to a remote
computer. For more details of web publishing of VI see Appendix G.
2.7 IP camera:
The camera is another important tool for remote laboratory development. Users need
proper visualization of the experiment from the remote end in order to perform different tasks.
Unnecessary delays or lags in real time video causes the people to lose interest in the experiment.
Most of the users shifted toward IP-based video surveillance since the first network camera was
introduced in 1996. It has several advantages such as motion detection, alarm, audio enable/disable, change of angles, and most importantly, it does not need any software at the client end. For
these reasons, an IP camera was used in this research to integrate the real time hardware with the
remote client.
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Figure 22: Image of VI with Roomba Create

An Internet protocol camera, or IP camera (Appendix H), is a type of digital video camera
commonly employed for surveillance, and which, unlike analog closed circuit television (CCTV)
cameras, can send and receive data via a computer network and the internet. IP cameras monitor
the project over the internet from anywhere. They provide different features such as detecting
moving objects sending alert e-mails different from the conventional cameras. Also, the user can
choose the video format to match the speed of Internet also viewing needs. In this project, a Panasonic BL-C230 IP camera was used for monitoring the system. Figure 22 shows the image of
Roomba create with the corresponding designed VI for controlling it.

CHAPTER 3
CUSTOMIZING HOUSE MODEL
3.1 Introduction:
This is the second reference model used in this paper for developing the remote laboratories. It was designed by Chris Zimmerman and Steve Vitkus, students from Northern Illinois University, under the guidance of Dr.Azad. Although it is a virtual House model, because of its additional features, it resembles an actual house. The designed model house is as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Model Smart House

Through research on the House model it was decided to continue using the LabVIEW program from National Instruments. LabVIEW contains the proper interface to easily communicate
with the sensors while integrating all the sensors into a single system. In addition to that, one can
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easily use it as a remote laboratory application. Using LabVIEW in a real world example would
be expensive, but the application in the project is to explore the possibility of using LabVIEW and
the capabilities of the system. So I chose LabVIEW software for implementing the GUI for the
House model (National Instruments Corporation, 2014).

3.2 Hardware Description:
The circuit diagram for controlling the House model is as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Circuit Diagram of the House model

There are two input sensors, TMP35 and a Photo Resistor, for the measurement of the
temperature and the outside light. An Arduino board or Data acquisition board was used to interface the LabVIEW with the sensors. Both analog and digital input/output pins were used to communicate between the hardware and LabVIEW. A0 and A1 are the analog pins for measuring the
temperature and light intensity. The digital pins 2, 3, 4 and 5 are used for controlling the fan, light,
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door and heater, respectively. Since the Arduino cannot drive these actuators directly, a set of
relays was used for switching the actual power supply to the actuators. The purpose of this project
was to monitor the house from a remote location. Although it is virtual house model, the same
principle applies to a real house. There are two modes we defined for controlling the house model.
The first one is Auto mode and the second one is the Manual mode. In Auto mode, once the user
sets the desired temperature, the cooling and heating mechanism automatically works to set the
current temperature equal to the desire temperature. The user is able to see which mechanism is
taking control. When the desired temperature is less than the actual temperature, the fan will turn
on and the door will open to cool the system. Similarly, when the desired temperature is greater
than the actual temperature, the heater will turn on to increase the current temperature. Thus, in
one stage, the balance can be achieved. There will be an offset around two degrees when the actual
temperature is equal to the desired temperature. This is used to avoid the fluctuations of the heating
and cooling mechanism. Similarly, the light will go off once the outside light is brighter than the
inside light and vice versa. In this project, we used a Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) as a sensor
to detect the status of the room. The resistivity of an LDR changes depending on the strength of
the incoming light. By using this principle, we developed a LabVIEW program that identifies the
change in strength of the incoming light. When the light strength is less than the optimum level, it
will give a trigger to switch the inside light source. In Manual mode, the user can control the fan,
light and door manually with the 3 control buttons on GUI as shown in Figure 26. The user can
control one or more buttons at a time (Appendix K). Figure 25 shows the block diagram of the
house model.
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Figure 25 : Block Diagram of the House model.

3.3 Front Panel of the House VI:
The hardware features of the model house include the door, fan, light, temperature monitoring, motion detection and security alarm. The status includes monitoring the temperature of the
house, whether or not the lights are on, the video feed of the front door, whether the door is opened
or closed, and the ability to switch on and off the fans. Customizing the House model for use in
remote laboratories required knowing the status of the designed hardware system. Figure 26 shows
the front panel of the GUI designed for the House model.
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Figure 26: Front Panel of the House VI

The front Panel of the House VI was developed with the following components.
1. Celsius Control button
2. Fahrenheit Control button
3. Celsius Slider for Display
4. Fahrenheit Slider for Display
5. Graph for Display
6. Fan Display button
7. Door Display button
8. Heater Display button
9. Light Display button
10. Set desired Temperature Control slider
11. Temperature History Scrollbar
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12. Auto/Manual Control button
13. Fan Control button
14. Door Control button
15. Heater Control button
3.3.1 Buttons:
In LabVIEW the GUI buttons are classified as a) Control buttons. b) Indicators or Display buttons.
3.3.1.1 Control buttons:
The control buttons are like switches. They act as inputs to the system. Depending on the
status of the switch, either ‘0’ or ‘1’ can be passed though the GUI. Switching options may vary
depending on the application. Some switches need the rising edge of a clock cycle to change the
state while others need falling edges. LabVIEW has the following mechanical actions for control
different applications as shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27 Different Switching Controls
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3.3.1.2 Indicators/Display Buttons:
Indicators are used to indicate the particular value in a particular instance. The following
example figure 28 and Figure 29 illustrates the use of indicators. Here the user input from the slide
controller changes the display meter as well as the numeric indicator (Appendix J).

Figure 28 example of indicator

Figure 29 Block Diagram of the indicator example

3.4 Program Flow
The purpose of this project was to monitor the house from remote location. Although it is
virtual house model, the same principles apply to real house.
There are two parts in the program. a) Auto mode b) Manual mode
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3.4.1 Auto mode:
Auto mode is further classified in two categories
I)

In case of Temperature

II)

II) In case of Light.

3.4.1.1 In case of Temperature:
In the Auto mode the user has control to choose the desired temperature (Figure 30).
Note: The desired temperature is within the range of minimum temperature of the room to maximum heat provided by the heater.

Figure 30: Control in Auto mode

Once the user sets the desired temperature, the cooling and heating mechanism automatically switches to set the current temperature equal to the desire temperature. The user can see
which mechanism is taking control over. The indicators shown in figure 31 are used to see the real
mechanism virtually.

Figure 31: Auto mode Indicators of Temperature control

Note: There will be an offset around two degrees when the actual temperature is equal to the
desired temperature. This is used to avoid the fluctuations of the heating and cooling mechanism.
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Figure 32 shows the measurement of the current temperature (both in Fahrenheit and Celsius) in the house in graph and thermometer, respectively. By using the graphical display, the user
is able to view the recorded history of the temperature to analyze the fluctuations.

Figure 32: Current temperature

3.4.1.2 In case of light:
The Light will go off once the outside light is brighter than the inside light and vice versa.
Figure 33 is shows the lighting mechanism in the Auto mode.

Figure 33: Lighting mechanisms in Auto mode
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When the light strength was less than the optimum level, it sent a trigger to the DAQ to
switch on the inside light source.
3.4.1.3 Manual Mode:
In the Manual mode the user can control the fan, light and door manually with the 3 control buttons
in the GUI. The user can control one or more buttons at a time. The left side green buttons shown
in Figure 34 represent the OFF state whereas right side of the blue button indicates the ON state
of the Manual buttons. In addition to that, the user can also view the real actions happening in the
house with the displayed animated indicators as shown in the middle part of Figure 34.

Figure 34: Manual Mode OFF/ON button states and Indicators

3.4.1.4 Switching between Auto and Manual mode:
There is a toggle button on the GUI used to switch between the Auto and Manual modes.
The user cannot control the Auto and Manual modes at the same time. But the indicators for displaying the status of the fan, door and light are the same in both the Auto and Manual modes. The
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Manual buttons never work in the Auto mode and vice-versa. Except for setting the desired temperature, the user does not have any control in the Auto mode.

Figure 35: Auto/Manual button

3.5 LabVIEW Block Diagram of the House:
I followed two approaches while programming the house. In the first approach, I used the
data acquisition system for communicating with the hardware, and in the second approach, I used
Arduino for communicating with the hardware. In both approaches, the block diagram consists of
the blocks listed below.
1) Sensing
2) Averaging block
3) Auto mode logical block
4) Manual mode logical block
3.5.1 Sensing
I used a TMP35 for sensing the temperature and a Photo resistor for sensing the light. In
the first approach, I used a data acquisition system toolbox installed in LabVIEW. I also configured
the device to get the sensor output.
In the second approach, one needed the Arduino tool box installed in LabVIEW. Also the
program called LabVIEW Interface for Arduino (LIFA) Firmware was uploaded to the Arduino.
It allows users to control the sensors and acquire data through an Arduino microcontroller using
the graphical programming environment.
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3.5.2 Averaging Block:
The data coming from the temperature sensor are not enough to pass directly to the logical
block. The fluctuations of incoming data (temperature) cause problems in the real time operation
of the house. So averaging the incoming data is needed to avoid fluctuations. The averaging can
be performed using the block diagram as shown in figure 36 and 37.
In the first approach shown in figure 36, the data coming from the DAQ can be processed
(averaged) for 300 milliseconds. After performing the averaging, the data are used to pass through
the Auto mode for further processing.

Figure 36: Averaging the incoming sensor data in the first approach

In the second approach, I used the LabVIEW inbuilt function called, mean for averaging,
and Arduino toolkit is used for programming as shown in the Figure 37 below.
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Figure 37: Averaging the incoming sensor data in the Second approach

3.5.3 Auto mode Logical Block:
The below Figures 38 and 39 show the logical operation in the Auto mode developed in
LabVIEW.

Figure 38: Logic used for temperature controlling Auto mode on First approach
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Figure 39: Logic used for temperature controlling Auto mode on second approach

The following figure 40 and 41 shows the logic developed in LabVIEW, used for controlling the light in both first and second approaches. The light will turn off once the outside light is
brighter than the inside light and vice versa.
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Figure 40: LabVIEW Logic to control light in the first approach

Figure 41 LabVIEW Logic to control light in the Second approach

3.5.4 Manual mode Logical Block:
The block diagram for this manual control is as follows. In the first approach shown in
Figure 42, once the user presses the button, the corresponding logic initiates via the DAQ to perform the desired action. In the second approach shown in Figure 43, once the user presses the
button the corresponding logic begins via Arduino to perform the desired function. In the Manual
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mode, the user can control one or more devices at a time. Figure 44 illustrates the Manual mode
operations.

Figure 42: Manual mode logical operations in the first approach

Figure 43: Manual mode logical operations in the second approach
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Figure 44: Manual Buttons
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3.6 Flow Chart of the model House:
Figure 45 shows the flowchart for controlling the Model house in Auto and Manual
modes.

Figure 45: Flow Chart
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3.7 Safety Alert Development System:
There is a simple algorithm developed in LabVIEW, especially for safety purposes. This
algorithm links the House model with an email server so that whenever the temperature is above
the overheat temperature, it will send an alert by sending an email from the Gmail server to a
concerned authority. The overheat temperature is an extreme temperature that signals a dangerous
situation. Dangerous situations may happen because of hardware problems, wiring problems, or
sometimes even an operational problem. Because it is a remote lab application, there is no one in
the laboratory monitoring the model 24 hours a day, so safety is mandatory. Figure 46 shows the
LabVIEW block diagram for implementing the alert system.

Figure 46: Safety alert systems in LabVIEW

It will send an email automatically with a body and subject alert. The alert mechanism
works in parallel with the house so that it will not affect the performance of the house. Figure 47
shows a sample email from the automated alert mechanism.

Figure 47: Mail alert
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3.8 Posting VI on the web:
Figure 48 shows the webpage created to display the remote house with the GUI. This page is
available online to control the house model from any place at any time with guest access.

Figure 48: Image of the VI for demonstrating web publishing feature

As an inherent feature of LabVIEW the developed GUI can be launched as a web page using the
web publishing tool. This web page can then be accessed using any web browser that already has
the LabVIEW runtime engine plug-in installed. One can search the www.ni.com website for this
runtime engine. The LabVIEW 2013 32-bit runtime engine was used for this project. All the control and monitoring facilities of the original VI are available over the internet to the remote computer.

3.9 Performance characteristics of the House Model
The performance of the House model can be determined by analyzing the following issues.
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•

Safety

•

Reliability

•

Maintenance

•

Security

3.9.1 Safety
Safety is an important factor in any remote Laboratory application. In this project, I developed a
safety alert system to protect the house from overheating. If the house temperature is above the
overheat temperature, LabVIEW sends an automatic alert by sending an email from the Gmail
server.
3.9.2 Reliability
Reliability or consistency of a system can be characterized different ways. Hardware reliability
depends on selection of the components, amplification, internal noise, etc. Programming reliability
based on the number of loops, processing time, complexity of the code, etc. Most part of the house
model was designed based on the advanced hardware components. Because of this, there is less
thermal noise and leakage current. Most of the I/O operations are performed by advanced processors such as an Arduino microcontroller and NI DAQ. They are very reliable and high speed processors in terms of operation. Programming the LabVIEW is completed at various levels to improve the consistency of the overall system. Even though the Auto and Manual modes of the House
model are integrated within one GUI, the coding is separated for each mode and for each sensing
mechanism. I designed a user-friendly GUI to control the lights, door and fan both in the Auto and
Manual modes.
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3.9.3 Maintenance
Maintenance is the process of maintaining or preserving someone or something, or the state of
being maintained. For this project, no maintenance was required. The system is stable in performance unless there are some power fluctuations in the laboratory. But it is rare in laboratory servers
dedicated to remote laboratories. Also, a safety alert system was designed to avoid the risks of
fire accidents.
3.9.4 Security
I improved the security of the house by hiding the IP addresses of the server system. I maintained
the secure user account database to improve the quality of the web protection as shown in the
below Figure 49. In addition to that, IP camera security features, such as motion detection, helped
to keep track of objects near the house.

Figure 49: User access to the remote lab

Figure 50 shows the web page displays of VI’s at the remote computer.
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Figure 50: webpages at the Remote end

CHAPTER 4
CUSTOMIZING THE BALL AND PLATE SYSTEM
4.1 Introduction
The progressive nature of the student exercises enables the study of the problem from the
first principles to more advanced control concepts. The Ball and plate system is such a product
that provides useful insight into control engineering at all levels of undergraduate study and enables advanced users to model and control the Ball and Plate using their own strategy (BALL AND
PLATE Installation & Commissioning, n.d.).
Ball and Plate is a system designed by the feedback instruments by introducing electromagnetic table actuation and a vision system (Figure 51). The system has four magnetic actuators
and a digital camera useful for implementing the electromagnetic table actuation and image processing techniques respectively. The hardware design is useful to analyzing various control experiments and designing a real-time controller for the desired position of the ball.

Figure 51: Ball and plate system “(source: Feedback Instruments web site).
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4.2 Hardware Description
The Ball and Plate system is a pre-designed system, which works with NI LabVIEW software. Apart from the mechanical parts, the Ball and Plate system is equipped with a Power Supply
Unit and Power Amplifier, Cable Connector Box, and a Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) camera and a circuit board. The circuit board underneath the plate amplifies the
potentiometer signals and passes them as analogue signals to the Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) 6221 card.

Figure 52: Hardware description of Ball and plate
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4.3 Testing of Plant Response
From the Ball and plate analysis, it was found that there are four magnetic actuators needed
to control the position of the ball on the plate. These magnetic actuators magnetize when there is
a control input from the NI PCI 6221 (National Instruments Corporation, 2014). The control input
from the NI PCI 6221 varies from -10V to 10V. I used the National Instrument software’s Measurement & Automation Explorer to test the DAQ (NI PCI 6221). Figure 53 shows the Measurement & Automation Explorer in LabVIEW.

Figure 53: Measurement & Automation Explorer in LabVIEW

.
After connecting the PCI 6221 to the PC, the Measurement & Automation Explorer helped
us see the detected hardware. It has options such as Refresh, Configure, Reset, Self-Test, SelfCalibrate and Test Panels. These options are useful to identify the device errors and also to test the
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actual plant response to the specified input signals. Figure 54 shows the analog output signal from
the channel Dev1/a01 of the DAQ is sending the voltage of 1.03V to the plant. For the given
voltage, the system response is as shown in Figure 55. From the figure, it is clear that the plate
bends toward the front left corner for the applied input voltage.

Figure 54: Given Input Voltage 1.03V.

Figure 55: System response at 1.03V

Similarly, if the given voltage is 3.089V, the plate bends toward the back right corner. If
the given voltage is 4V, the plate bends toward the front right corner. If the given voltage is 1.442V,
the plate bends toward the front left Corner for the applied input voltage.

4.4 System Block diagram
The closed-loop control system for balancing the Ball is as shown in Figure 56. Closedloop systems are designed to automatically achieve and maintain the desired output condition by
comparing it with the actual condition. It does this by generating an error signal, which is the
difference between the output and the reference input.
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Figure 56: Block diagram for balancing the Ball

In this project, the desired output condition is the middle of the plate. The actual condition
is the current position of the plate. So from the definition of a closed-loop system, balancing the
ball is achieved by comparing it with the current position of the ball. So it is mandatory to identify
the current position of the ball. The current position of the ball can achieved by individual identification of the ball and plate. Once the current position of the ball was achieved, the controller can
be designed based on the reference signal generated from the current position. Hence, the overall
closed-loop control system for balancing the ball and plate system was implemented by the following step-by-step processes. Figure 56 shows the block diagram of balancing the ball.
•

Ball Identification

•

Plate Identification

•

Reference or feedback signal Generation

•

Controller design
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4.5 Ball Identification
Ball Identification is a method of identifying the position of the ball in the plate. I choose
image processing to identify the ball and plate because the whole project works with LabVIEW
and also has different image processing tools, which makes the process efficient. LabVIEW is
good tool for processing because it has different pre built tools, in the software which makes the
overall programming easy. For this project, I used the vision acquisition tool box in LabVIEW to
select the desired image that would be useful for further processing and also to identify the current
position of the ball. In the Vision acquisition tool box the image processing is done by following
the sequential blocks.
1. Loading the image to the vision acquisition
2. Adjusting the Brightness, Contrast and Gamma values
3.

Masking the imge

4. Extracting the Color plane
These blocks will be describerd in the following sections.
4.5.1

Loading the image to vision acquisition
This block is responsible for capturing the real time image from the camera (Figure 57)

and passing it to the NI vision acquisition system.
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Figure 57: Image of the ball and plate system

4.5.2

Adjust Brightness, Contrast and Gamma values.

Brightness: Brightness is an attribute of visual perception in which a source seems to be radiating
or reflecting a specific amount of light (Brightness, 2015). It means that the amount of light required to see the object. It is important to use proper brightness levels while capturing the video
image. So increased or decreased the pixel intensity uniformly to adjust the brightness in the original image.
Contrast: Apparent or perceived contrast is a basic perceptual attribute of an image. Contrast is
the visual property of an object that separates it from other objects in a video image. For identifying
an object and later tracking the object, adjusting the contrast to the desired value of utmost importance. To distinguish one object from another, correction of contrast levels must be utilized.
Increasing the contrast of an image has the effect of moving pixel intensity values toward white
(255) or black (0). Similarly decreasing the contrast of an image has the effect of moving pixel
intensity values towards gray (128) (Peli, 1990).
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Gamma: Gamma is an important but seldom understood characteristic of virtually all digital imaging systems. It defines the relationship between a pixel's numerical value and its actual luminance. Without gamma, shades captured by digital cameras will not appear as they did to our eyes
(on a standard monitor). Understanding how gamma works can improve one's exposure technique,
in addition to helping one make the most of image editing (colour, 2015).
4.5.2.1 LabVIEW implementation:
LabVIEW implementation of adjusting the stated parameters was quite simple. In the
vision acquisition tool box there is a separate tool for adjusting the brightness, contrast and gamma
values. Figure 58 in both tool box screenshot and Ball and Plate System shows the modified image
for the given parameters Brightness=0, Contrast=89, Gamma=1.90.

Figure 58: LabVIEW implementation of changing image parameters

4.5.3

Applying different masks:

Masks:
Image masking was a critical component of several of these yield forecasting efforts as
researchers attempted to isolate subsets of a region’s pixels that would improve their modeling
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results. The mask is a small matrix whose values are called weights which is usually one of its
positions. The origins of symmetric masks are usually their center pixel position. For non-symmetric masks, any pixel location may be chosen as the origin (depending on the intended use)
(Kastens, 2005).
Conceptual masking procedure:
The application of a mask to an input image produces an output image of the same size as
the input. One can perform the following operations while applying the masks.
•

For each pixel in the input image, the mask is conceptually placed on top of the image
with its origin lying on that pixel.

•

The values of each input image pixel under the mask are multiplied by the values of the
corresponding mask weights.

•

The results are summed together to yield a single output value that is placed in the output
image at the location of the pixel being processed on the input.

4.5.3.1 LabVIEW implementation:
In LabVIEW there is an in-built block for masking. To suppress the unwanted portion of
the image, it is mandatory to apply one or more masks (Figure 59). After applying the different
masks, the modified image looks as shown in Figure 60.The LabVIEW implementation block
diagram of masking is as shown in Figure 61.
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Figure 59: Image before masking

Figure 60: Image after masking

Figure 61: LabVIEW implementation of image masking
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4.5.4

Extracting the color plane
A color model is a method for specifying colors in some standard way. It generally consists

of a 3D coordinate system and a subspace of that system in which each color is represented by a
single point. By subtracting the particular color intensity causing the distortion of the image we
can get the accurate image without distortion. It is useful for the further identify the current
position. Figure 62 shows the LabVIEW implementation of color plane extraction.

Figure 62: LabVIEW implementation of Color plane extraction

4.6 Plate Identification
Identifying the plate is similar to identification of the ball. To identify the plate is nothing
but identifying the edges and corners of the plate. The sudden changes of discontinuities in an
image are called edges/corners. Most of the shape information of an image is enclosed in the
edges/corners. First I detected these edges in an image and by using filters and then by enhancing
those areas of an image that contains edges. When the sharpness of the image increases, the image
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will become clearer. The following block diagram illustrates the identification of the edges. Because in real time whenever the ball comes near to the edge of the plate, the discontinuity of the
image occurs. Discontinuity of an image can be identified by comparing the image with the threshold as shown below Figure 63.

I (m, n) = 1 if |G (m, n)|>TH
= 0 otherwise
Figure 63: Block Diagram of Edge Identification

4.6.1

LabVIEW implementation:
The LabVIEW vision acquisition tool box has an edge detection block, which is simple to

setup. In terms of setup, there are various parameters such as edge polarity, strength and kernel
size. These are the key parameters LabVIEW considers as thresholds, while identifying the corners and edges. The identification process of the edges/corners is illustrated in Figure 64 and 65,
respectively.
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Figure 64: Edge identification in LabVIEW
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Figure 65: LabVIEW implementation of corner and middle identification

4.7 Reference or Feedback Pulse Generation
The final lay out of ball and plate identification is as shown in Figure 66. Once the identification of the ball and plate is completed, the next task is pulse generation. Because the information of the identified ball and plate is in the form of an image, in the real time process I need
pulses. So to convert the image information into pulses, I proposed LED mapping.
4.7.1

LED mapping
Mapping the edges and corners with Boolean LEDs depicts the Pulses in a digital state.

The pulses act as reference or feedback signals to generate the desired signal. One can track the
current position of the ball with digital pulses by mapping the corners and edges (Figure 66) with
the LEDs as shown in Figure 67. These pulses act as feedback to the ball and plate system to
generate the desired input pulses to balance the ball. The LabVIEW block diagram for mapping
the LEDs is as shown in Figure 68.
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Figure 66: Final Layout of Plate Identification

Figure 67: LED mapping of Corners and Edges
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Figure 68: Block Diagram of LED mapping

4.8 Controller Design:
By taking the Boolean values of the LEDs as a reference (feedback), the controller is designed to counteract the ball (the ball is pushed towards the opposite direction). This processes
repeats until the ball is balanced. The LabVIEW implementation of the controller design can be
performed by using the following steps
1. Initializing of Control Parameters
2. Generating the Desired Pulse
3. Designing the PID controller
4.8.1

Initializing of Control Parameters
Ball and plate system uses a NI DAQ to communicate with LabVIEW. It uses two analog

pins and a sample clock for input and output operations. The initialization of DAQ is as shown in
the Figure 69.
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Figure 69: LabVIEW initialization of DAQ parameters

4.8.2

Desired input Pulse generation
Once the initialization was completed, the control loop was designed to generate the

desired pulses from time to time to counter-act the current position of the ball. This pulse also acts
as input to the PID controller. The desired input pulse to the PID was created in such a fashion that
the angles of the plate tended to keep the ball in the middle of the plate based on the current position
of the ball. The LabVIEW implementation of the control loop for the desired pulse generation is
as shown in the Figure 70.
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Figure 70 Control Loop for Desired Pulse Generation

The LabVIEW generated desired pulse for the controller input is shown in Figure 71. The
Redline in the graph showing the desired value of the plate generated by the control loop.

Figure 71: Desired pulse

4.8.3

PID Controller Design and Implementation
Once the desired input pulse goes to the PID controller, the response of the system changes.

The PID controller plays a tremendous role in the plant control system and offers an efficient
control of the process parameters during steady state and transient conditions. PID controller is a
feedback controller that helps to attain a set point irrespective of disturbances or any variation in
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characteristics of the plant of any form. It calculates its output based on the measured error and the
three controller gains: proportional gain Kp, integral gain Ki, and derivative gain Kd. The proportional gain simply multiplies the error by a factor Kp. This reacts based on how large the error is.
The integral term is a multiplication of the integral gain and the sum of the recent errors.
The integral term helps in getting rid of the steady state error and causes the system to catch up
with the desired set point. The derivative controller determines the reaction to the rate at which the
error has been changed. The final output of the controller (U) is calculated using the following
equation:

=

∗

+

+

− − − −−→ 1

The signal value U is sent continuously to the driving circuit, with every corresponding new output
sequence beginning to measure as the process continues.

Figure 72: Block Diagram of PID controller

The Figure 72 illustrates the LabVIEW block diagram of PID controller implementation.
A Set Point (SP) is a desired value of the output and compares it with the Process Variable (PV)
is the actual value of the current loop. If the SP and the PV are the same, then the controller gives
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zero error. However, if there is a disparity between the SP and the PV, it gives an error and corrective action is needed. Let’s imagine the temperature PV is higher than the SP, then it gives
positive error and vice-versa. This process is repeated until there is no error.
The desired output pulse of the system changes depending on the current angle of the plate
(r(t)_alpha in the block diagram) and also by the PID gains as shown. The output coming from the
PID implementation must be within the range of the input voltage required for the magnetic actuators. So the output range is specified before the actual implementation. The output voltages are
sent by the PID implementation to the data acquisition system to magnetize the actuators depending on the PID values.

Figure 73: Block Diagram of PID implementation

The angles of the plate α and β are used as input parameters by the controller to control the position
of the ball. For the given input angles (α write and β write), the bending of the plate (α read and β
read) can be taken as feedback. The steady state error can be calculated as the difference between
α write and α Read, vice-versa.

=

−

!

− − − −−→ 2
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Where
= Steady state error of the angle of the plate α
#=

Steady state error of the angle of the plate β
1=Output of the Controller 1
2=Output of the Controller 2
#

,
,
,

are Proportional gains
#
#

are integral gains

are derivative gains

The LabVIEW Implementation of the PID controller with Manual control PID parameters in the
GUI is as shown in Figure 74. It has two wave forms for the given input of the system. The desired
wave form is represented in green, and the measured waveform is represented in red. The values
Kp. ti and td can be adjusted depending on the output response of the ball and plate system. One
can also change the tuning parameters to get the accurate measured waveform. Also, it gives us
the information about α write, β write, α read and β read values. One can also view the bending of
the plate through this GUI. From the GUI shown in figure 74, one can practically analyze output
behavior of the system with different tuning parameters.
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/
Figure 74: LabVIEW implementation of PID controller with user defined angles

4.9 Analysis of PID Tuning:
The system responds different for the different tuning parameters. The most tuning values can be
selected by analyzing the output response of the system. For the given desired input pulse the
system response after passing through the different controllers such as PD, PI, and PID with various tuning conditions illustrated below.
4.9.1

PD controller:

For the tuning variables
Case1: For () =10, *+ =0, *, =0.001
The Step response is as shown below.
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Figure 75: Step response of the system for kp=10,Ti=0,Td=0.001

Calculations:
1. Rise Time: 112.2447
2. Settling Time: 4.0676e+03
3. Settling Min: -0.1000
4. Settling Max: 3.1000
5. Overshoot: 0.9838
6. Undershoot: 3.1305e+03
7. Peak: 3.1000
8. Peak Time: 423
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Figure 76: Step response for the given P, D values

Case 2: For () =20, *+ =0, *, =0.001
The Step response is as shown below.

Figure 77: Step response of the system for kp=20, Ti=0, Td=0.001

Calculations:
1. Rise Time: 2.9412e+03
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2. Settling Time: 2.9918e+03
3. Settling Min: -1.7579
4. Settling Max: -1.5582
5. Overshoot: 2.3791
6. Undershoot: 173.0714
7. Peak: 2.9717
8. Peak Time: 379

Figure 78: Step response for the given P, D values

For the tuning variables
Case3: For () =30, *+ =0, *, =0.001
The Step response is as shown below.
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Figure 79: Step response of the system for kp=30, Ti=0, Td=0.001

Calculations:
1. Rise Time: 4.5463e+03
2. Settling Time: 4.6429e+03
3. Settling Min: -1.2555
4. Settling Max: -1.0208
5. Overshoot: 2.0019
6. Undershoot: 228.3293
7. Peak: 2.8103
8. Peak Time: 3772
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Figure 80: Step response for the given P, D values

4.9.2

PI controller Response:

Case1: For () =30, *+ = 0.001, *, =0
The Step response is as shown below.

Figure 81: Step response of the system for kp=30, Ti=0.01, Td=0

Calculations:
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1. Rise Time: 128.1734
2. Settling Time: 3.0001e+03
3. Settling Min: -0.7316
4. Settling Max: 3.4347
5. Overshoot: 2.8249
6. Undershoot: 482.7425
7. Peak: 3.4347
8. Peak Time:2713

Figure 82: Step response for the given P, I values

4.9.3

PID control Response:

Case1: For () =10, *+ = 0.001, *, =0 .0001
Calculations:
1. RiseTime: 177.8368
2. SettlingTime: 7.2473e+03
3. SettlingMin: 0.6384
4. SettlingMax: 3.4755
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5. Overshoot: 302.8715
6. Undershoot: 112.7611
7. Peak: 3.4755
8. PeakTime: 6788

Figure 83: Step response for the given P, I, D values

Discussion
From the step response of the controller output the characteristics of the analysis at different tuning
conditions can be summarises into the following table .

=0, *, =0.001

0.001, *, =0
128.1734

3.0001e+03

-0.7316

3.4347

2.8249

482.7425

3.4347

2713

.0001

177.8368

7.2473e+03

0.6384

3.4755

302.8715

112.7611

3.4755

6788

3772

2.8103

228.3293

2.0019

-1.0208

-1.2555

4.6429e+03

4.5463e+03

For () =30, *+

For () =30, *+ =

For () =10, *+ = 0.001, *, =0

379

2.9717

173.0714

2.3791

-1.5582

-1.7579

2.9918e+03

2.9412e+03

=0, *, =0.001

For () =20, *+

423

3.1000

313.0503

0.9838

3.1000

-0.1000

4.0676e+03

112.2447

*, =0.001

For () =10, *+ =0,

Peaktime

Peak

Undershoot

Overshoot

SettlingMax

SettlingMin

SettlingTime

RiseTime
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Table 2: Output Characteristics of controller at different tuning conditions
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To analyze the step response of a given Ball and plate system, the following charactristics of the
step response were taken into consideration.
1. RiseTime: Rise time is the amount of time that it takes for the system response to reach the
target value from an initial state of zero: Should be low for good controller response.
2. SettlingTime: The amount of time it takes to reach a steady state after the initial rise time:
Should be high for a good controller response.
3. SettlingMin: Mininum Settling time :Should be low for a good controller response.
4. SettlingMax: Maximum Settling time :Should be high for a good controller response.
5. Percent Overshoot: The ratio of the amount of overshoot to the target steady-state value of
the system: Should be low for a good controller response.
6. Percent Undershoot: The ratio of the amount of undershoot to the target steady-state value of
the system: Should be low for a good controller response.
7. Peak: Peak of the signal is defined as the maximum amplitude of any signal with in the given
period of time: Should be with in the step amplitude for a good controller response
8. PeakTime: Peak period is the period of signal at which the signal varies within the peak limits: Should be low for a good controller response
Depending on the output response of the Ball and Plate system, one can choose the most best
suitable tuning parameters by analyzing these characteristics. From the given analysis, the
preferable tuning parameters
system.

- =10,

. =0, . =0.001 should be balancing the ball and plate
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4.10 GUI design:
The main purpose of this project is help the students to understand the basics of Ball and Plate
system to provide a framework for them to analyze different PID tuning techniques. Figures 84
and 85 shows the sample response of the GUI that gives the data to the remote user in real time,
so the user can visualize the response of the actual system. One can control the system from a
remote location, and can analyze different behaviors of the actual system by changing the tuning
parameters.

Figure 84: GUI When there is no ball
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Figure 85: GUI When there is a ball

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
This thesis provides an account of modifying Roomba Create, house model and ball and
plate system so that they can be integrated with into a remote laboratory facility for remote access.
The process involves understanding the basic hardware functionalities and adds new hardware and
software features. It also provides detailed description of the modified hardware and software as
well as discusses various technical advancements, performance characteristics and pedagogical
issues involved while developing the remote laboratories.
Modification of the Roomba Create is simple because it did not need changes in the internal
mechanical assembly to customize it for remote use. LabVIEW was used to integrate the Roomba
into the remote laboratory. It has a built-in remote operating feature, which makes remote
accessing simple and efficient. Bluetooth was used as a wireless link between the Roomba and the
server, which make the Roomba a flexible mobile robot within the given area. A Simple Graphical
User Interface was developed for the user interface. Standard outside hardware layout was
designed for the external hardware of the Roomba Create, which improved the sustainability of
the hardware.
For the safety of the Roomba Create, controlling speed of the Roomba was reduced. I
designed two Roombas, which worked with same GUI in order to deal with battery problems.
Control operations became much simpler and more accurate because of the IR processing done in
the additional Arduino microcontroller. Users can now see the video in real time and also given
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access to change the tilts of the camera. Provisions have been made for one or more persons to
view the operations of Roomba Create but only one person at a time allowed to control the
Roomba.
For the House model, complexity of the processing was reduced by using the Arduino
board instead NI DAQ 6216. I used an external video separate internet protocol camera which
works independently of LabVIEW. It reduces the complexity of the processing system. Secure
login procedures were developed to create remote laboratory webpage. The complexity of the GUI
was reduced by separating the Auto and Manual modes within the GUI. An independent safety
alert system was developed to monitor the house 24/7 for excessive heat inside the house. Users
can see the video in real time also given access to change the tilt of the camera. Provisions were
given for one or more persons to view the operations of the House model, but only at one time one
person allowed to control.
The Ball and plate system is a product that provides useful insight into control engineering at
all levels of undergraduate study and enables advanced users to model and control the Ball and
Plate using their own strategies. In this research, I provided a reference system for controlling the
ball at different tuning PID parameters. Also, I proposed a novel way of identifying the ball and
plate system using and NI LabVIEW program. I demonstrated a method of selecting the best tuning
conditions by plotting the step response of the given system. I analyzed the step response by
calculating different parameters such as rise time, settle time, overshoot, peak time, etc. I designed
the GUI for the students for easy access to the ball and plate system and provided access to analyze
the system using different tuning conditions.
These developed remote laboratories can be integrated within an existing learning
management system that was designed and developed through another project.

CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORK
The main focus of this project was about customizing laboratory equipment so that it can
be accessed from a remote location. This project involved customizing three systems for the remote
laboratory development. In the future, one can integrate more systems into the remote laboratory
through the guidelines. Also, LabVIEW was the software used in this development because of its
simplicity in the development process, but one could integrate other recent software developments
in this development process. In addition to that, student’s access to the remote equipment is not
fully secured at Northern Illinois University. One could develop the web access to these remote
developments with secure login procedures.
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Appendix- A: Quick reference- RoCr sensors and features.
Table 3: Quick reference of RoCr operating commands

Command

Sensors

Opcode

142

Data Bytes :1 Data Bytes: 2

Data

Data

Bytes: 3

Bytes : 4

Packet ID (0 42)

Cover and

143

Dock
PWM Low

144

Side Drivers

Low Side

Low Side

Low Side

Driver 2 Duty

Driver 1 Duty

Driver 0

Cycle(0-128)

Cycle(0-128)

Duty Cycle(0-128)

Drive Direct

145

Right Wheel Velocity (-500 to
500 mm/s)

Digital Out-

147

puts
Stream

Query List

Pause/Resume stream

Output Bits
(0-7)

148

149

150

Number Of

Packet ID 1(0-

Packet ID

Packets

42)

2, etc

Packet ID (0

Packet ID 2,

-42)

etc

Rang : 0 -1
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Send IR

151

Byte (0-255)

Script

152

Script

Command Op-

Command

Command

Length(1-

code 1

Data Byte

opcode 2

100)
Play Script

153

Show Script

154

Wait Time

155

1, etc

Time(0-255
s/10)

Wait Dis-

156

Distance (-32767 to 32767

tance
Wait Angle

mm)
157

Angle (-32767 to 32768 degrees)

Wait event

158

Event
ID(1to20 and
-1to-20)

Command

Start

Opcode

128

Data

Data

Data

Data

Bytes :1

Bytes 2

Bytes: 3

Bytes : 4
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Baud

129

Baud
Code
(0=11)

Control

130

Safe

131

Full

132

Spot

134

Cover

135

Demo

136

Demos
(1- 9)

Drive

137

Velocity(-500 - 500

Radius (-

mm/s)

2000 to
2000)

Low Side Drivers

138

Output
bits (0-7)

LEDs

Song

139

140

LED

Power

Power

Bits(0-

LED

LED In-

10)

Color (0-

tensity(0-

255)

255)

song

Song

Note

Note Dura-

Number

Length

Number 1

tion 1

(0-15)

(1-16)
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Play

141

song
Number
(0-15)
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Appendix- B: Previous Work on Roomba Create in Northern Illinois University:
Initially the controller will drive the RoCr in a straight-line path and check the IR obstacle sensors
as well as the bounce sensors. Upon receiving an obstacle signal, the controller will automatically
redirect the RoCr in a revised course. In addition to automatic control, the RoCr can also be controlled manually via a GUI, where the manual control has a higher priority than the automatic
control.

Figure 86 shows Promod’s modification of Roomba Create with wireless camera

mounted.

Figure 86: Image of the RoCr with a wireless camera mounted.

Within the automatic control approach, there are three control strategies for handling three different obstacle scenarios. The scenarios are obstacle on the right, obstacle on the left, and obstacle
in the front. When the left IR sensor detects the presence of an obstacle, the controller (within the
host computer) sends a signal to the RoCr (via Bluetooth) and turns toward the right with a given
turning radius for a period of time and then drives in a straight path. The turning radius and speed
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of the RoCr can be adjusted by a user via the GUI. Figure 87 depicts the movements for this
scenario.

Figure 87: Motions after detecting an obstacle in the left side of the RoCr

Similar principle applies for obstacle on the the right side. When RoCr’s external IR sensor (right)
or the Internal Right Bump sensor is activated due to the presence of an obstacle, the controller
(from the host computer) will send a signal to the RoCr to turn the system towards the left with a
constant turn radius for some time and drives forward after it. The turning time needs to be set
within the back end of GUI and it is set as 1 sec. Figure 88 shows a diagram depicting the movements for this scenario.
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Figure 88: Motions after detecting an obstacle in the right side of RoCr.

The sensor outputs are connected to a microcontroller system via A/D converters. The microcontroller prepares the digitized sensor outputs in a serial format before passing these via a RF transmitter. A receiver unit is placed around the host computer where the data are collected by another
microcontroller system and pass the collected data directly to the LabVIEW software within the
host computer. In addition, a small wireless camera is mounted on the RoCr to have a real time
video when it moves around. The camera has its own inbuilt transmitter along with a receiver
system that is connected to the host computer via an analog to digital converter. A block diagram
of the modified RoCr along with the sensors, microcontroller unit, and wireless camera is shown
in Figure 89.
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Figure 89: Block Diagram of modified RoCr with Bluetooth and RF Communication.

B-1) Transmitter board:
The RF transmitter board collects the digitized distance signal from the IR sensors. The A/D used
in this project can process two analog inputs simultaneously; so, two A/Ds are used for converting
four IR analog outputs. One cog of the microcontroller is required to control each A/D, so two
cogs are used to monitor and receive the converted signal. A third cog is used for collecting data
from the two cogs and includes some markers to form a serial stream of data called a packet.
Within the packet between each sensor signal, the processor introduces a ‘Right Tab’ (RT) character and a ‘Carriage Return’ (RT) at the end of a packet. Each packet is 18 bytes in size, 8 bytes
for the sensor data, 4 bytes of Right Tab, 1 byte of Carriage Return and 5 bytes for additional
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information required to transmit the packet. The packet is then passed to the RF transmitter. A
connection diagram for the transmitter board is shown in Figure 90.

Figure 90: Schematic of the transmitter board.

B-2) Receiver Board:
The receiver board receives the signal via the transceiver. The receiver board microcontroller
collects the data from the RF transmitter and passes directly to the host computer via a propeller
plug. The prop plug connects the receiver board to the host computer using a serial communication
(USB). A circuit diagram of the receiver board is shown in Figure 91.
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Figure 91: Schematic of receiver board.

B-3) Video Streaming
One of the features of the modified RoCr is to have an onboard camera so that it can provide a
real-time video of its surroundings. A miniature wireless camera is mounted on top of RoCr that
can provide a front view from the robot. An image of the camera is shown in Figure 92, along
with associated items. The camera can be powered from a from a 9V battery.The camera uses
2.4GHz bandwidth for data transmission and the signal is received by a base unit that converts
images to PAL/CCIR/NTSC/EIA standards. The Radio AV receiver receives the transmitted signal
and sends it through composite cables. The received video is then converted to digital format and
passed to the computer using a Video Xpress. Since there are not a lot of devices that can directly
convert received radio signals to digital format, Video Xpress is used An image of the Video
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Xpress is provided in Figure.93 A block diagram shows the implementation of wireless camera
(Figure 94).

Figure 92: Images of wireless camera along with the base unit.

Figure 93: Video Xpress that converts received videos in digital format.

Figure 94: Block diagram for wireless camera system.
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B-4) LabVIEW Implementation
The LabVIEW software is the main driving force for controller and Graphical User Interface (GUI)
designs along with displaying the real time video from RoCr. In LabVIEW the GUI is usually
known as Virtual Instrumentation or VI. Within this report, the VI will be known as a GUI. All
the inbuilt sensors’ data collected via Bluetooth and the additional sensors’ (IR sensors) data collected from the microcontroller receiver unit via a RF link are passed to the LabVIEW for controller designs. The digitized form of video is also collected by the LabVIEW for display within the
GUI. The LabVIEW is a powerful tool for controller designs as well as for user friendly GUI.
This section will describe the development work that has been done by using the LabVIEW. The
LabVIEW design involves the connection with Bluetooth, collecting data from the microcontroller
receiver unit and collecting the digitized video as transmitted from the RoCr. Once the data are
collected the task is to manipulate them to implement control strategies as well as display of the
real time video through a GUI as shown in Figure 95.
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Figure 95: View of the front panel of the developed GUI.
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Appendix- C: Description of the other components used in this project:
C-1) Arduino Microcontroller:
Arduino is a tool for making computers that can sense and control more of the physical world than
your desktop computer. It's an open-source physical computing platform based on a simple microcontroller board, and a development environment for writing software for the board (Arduino
Mega, 2015) Arduino can be used to develop interactive objects, taking inputs from a variety of
switches or sensors, and controlling a variety of lights, motors, and other physical outputs. Arduino projects can be stand-alone, or they can be communicating with software running on your
computer (e.g. Flash, Processing, and MaxMSP.) The boards can be assembled by hand or purchased preassembled; the open-source IDE can be downloaded for free. It is also inexpensive,
cross platform oriented, simple, open source and extensible software. Figure 96 shows the front
part of Arduino Mega board.

Figure 96: Arduino Mega top view.

C-2) Infrared Sensor
Infrared Sensors (IR) (GP2Y0A21YK0F, 2006) are used in this project to detect obstacles. The
Idea behind using IR sensors is to minimize the use of bumpers in RoCr. The bumpers in RoCr
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will activate only when it is in contact with an obstacle. To detect an obstacle ahead and to avoid
a collision four IR sensors are mounted in different locations. In terms of its operation, IR sensors
send out IR signals and receive them if they bounce back. The strength of received IR signal
corresponds to the distance between the sensor and the obstacle. The received signal can be used
to determine the distance between the RoCr and an obstacle.

Figure 97: IR Sensor (GP2Y0A21YK0F)

C-3) Bluetooth
Bluetooth technology is used for creating wireless personal area networks (PANs). Unlike Wi-Fi
networks, which can have hundreds of users; PANs were designed to be used by a single user. For
this project, a BlueSMiRF is used for Bluetooth implementation. BlueSMiRF is a relatively inexpensive Bluetooth modem that implements the Bluetooth Serial Port Profile (SPP) and presents
a normal 5V logic set of serial lines .This model is released by sparkfun and an image of the
BlueSMiRF is shown in Figure 98.

Figure 98: Image of BlueSMiRF, Bluetooth modem.
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The BlueSMiRF can be connected directly to the RoCr’s via the serial 7-pin DIN connector. When
the BlueSMiRF is paired with the host computer, the serial lines are virtually connected to the
computer as a normal serial port. The BlueSMiRF can operate from 9600 bps to 115200 bps, and
it needs to be configured to speak at the speed of RoCr that is being used in this project, which is
57600 bps.

Figure 99: Image of a BlueSMiRF casing and serial cable connection.

C-4) LM741
LM741 is a silicon integrated circuit which provides output short circuit protection and latch-free
operation. Because of these key features we used LM741 for the operation of switching the Arduino Mega board (LM741 Datasheet, 2013).
C-5) 2N2907
We must use a PNP transistor in order to trigger the Roomba's RX pin from the Arduino. We
connected the Roomba's RX pin to the collector pin of the transistor, base pin to the transistor
Arduino TX and the emitter to the GND.
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C-6) LM7805
The 78xx family is commonly used in electronic circuits requiring a regulated power supply due
to their ease-of-use and low cost. For ICs within the family, the xx is replaced with two digits,
indicating the output voltage (for example, the 7805 has a 5 volt output, while the 7812 produces
12 volts). The 78xx line is positive voltage regulators: they produce a voltage that is positive relative to a common ground (datasheet, 2006).
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Appendix- D: IR Sensitivity measurement setup
Experimental Setup: As shown in Figure 100 we need to keep the IR sensor fixed and move the
object continuously from Left to right and Right to left with a constant distance. Note the voltage
values at different angles starting from -900 to + 900. Repeat the same experiment for different
distances.

Figure 100: IR sensor Voltage measurement at different distances.

After noting the values, take the dot product of both and (Left to Right and Right to left) by using
the imtool function in MATLAB we will get the required sensitivity graph as shown.
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Figure 101: IR sensor sensitivity map (-900 to +900).

For more accuracy we removed the unwanted portion of the graph. Hence the sensitive portion of
the graph would be the white portion in the below graph.

Figure 102: IR sensor sensitivity map (-500 to +500).

Distance versus output voltage at different angles in 3D can be represented as
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Figure 103: Distance versus output voltage at different angles (3D plot).
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Appendix-E: Arduino Code for Auto mode
const int buttonPin = 2;

// the number of the pushbutton pin

const int buttonPin1 = 5;
const int ledPin = 11;

// the number of the pushbutton pin
// the number of the LED pin

int buttonState = 0;
int buttonState1 = 0;
int sensorValue;
int sensorValue1;
int sensorValue2;
int sensorValue3;
int sensorValue4;
int sensorValue5;
int sensorValue6;
byte gofrwrd[]={
128,131,137,0,200,128,0 };
byte goanticlk[]={
128,131,137,0,250,0,0};
byte rstop[]={
128,131,137,255,255 };
byte gorev[]={
128,131,137,100,0,128,0 };
byte goclk[]={
128,131,137, 0,250,255,255 };
// value read from the pot

/*************************************************************
SETUP
*************************************************************/
void setup()
{
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delay(2500); // NEEDED!!!! To let the robot initialize
// start serial port at 57600 bps (robotâ€™s default)
Serial.begin(57600);
pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
// initialize the pushbutton pin as an input:
pinMode(buttonPin, INPUT);
}
void loop()
{
buttonState1 = digitalRead(buttonPin1);

if(buttonState1==HIGH)
{

buttonState = digitalRead(buttonPin);
const int analogInPin = A0;
const int analogInPin1 = A1;
const int analogInPin2 = A2;
const int analogInPin3 = A3;
const int analogInPin4 = A4;
const int analogInPin5 = A5;
const int analogInPin6 = A6;
float sum=0;
float sum1=0;
float sum2=0;
float sum3=0;
float sum4=0;
float sum5=0;
float sum6=0;
int Avg=0;
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int Avg1=0;
int Avg2=0;
int Avg3=0;
int Avg4=0;
int Avg5=0;
int Avg6=0;
int AVol=0;
int AVol1=0;
int AVol2=0;
int AVol3=0;
int AVol4=0;
int AVol5=0;
int AVol6=0;
sensorValue = analogRead(analogInPin);
sensorValue1 = analogRead(analogInPin1);
sensorValue2 = analogRead(analogInPin2);
sensorValue3 = analogRead(analogInPin3);
sensorValue4= analogRead(analogInPin4);
sensorValue5 = analogRead(analogInPin5);
sensorValue6 = analogRead(analogInPin6);
for (int i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
sum=sum+sensorValue ;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
sum1=sum1+sensorValue1 ;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
sum2=sum2+sensorValue2 ;
}
for (int i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
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sum3=sum3+sensorValue3 ;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
sum4=sum4+sensorValue4 ;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
sum5=sum5+sensorValue5;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
sum6=sum6+sensorValue6;
}
Avg=sum/50;
Avg1=sum1/50;
Avg2=sum2/50;
Avg3=sum3/50;
Avg4=sum4/50;
Avg5=sum5/50;
Avg6=sum6/50;
AVol=Avg*(50.0/800);
AVol1=Avg1*(50.0/800);
AVol2=Avg2*(50.0/800);
AVol3=Avg3*(50.0/800);
AVol4=Avg4*(50.0/800);
AVol5=Avg5*(50.0/800);
AVol6=Avg6*(50.0/800);
Serial.print(" \n" );
Serial.print(AVol6);
Serial.print(" \t" );
Serial.print(AVol4);
Serial.print(" \t" );
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Serial.print(AVol2);
Serial.print(" \t" );
Serial.print("\t \t" );
Serial.print(AVol);
Serial.print(" \t \t" );
Serial.print(AVol1);
Serial.print(" \t" );
Serial.print(AVol3);
Serial.print(" \t" );
Serial.print(AVol5);
Serial.print(" \t" );
if (buttonState == HIGH) {
// turn LED on:
digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
}
else {
// turn LED off:
digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);
if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
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else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
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goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
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else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
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goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goanticlk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goanticlk1();
}

else
{
gofwrd();
}
}
delay(100);
}
if(buttonState1==LOW)
{
buttonState = digitalRead(buttonPin);
const int analogInPin = A0;
const int analogInPin1 = A1;
const int analogInPin2 = A2;
const int analogInPin3 = A3;
const int analogInPin4 = A4;
const int analogInPin5 = A5;
const int analogInPin6 = A6;
float sum=0;
float sum1=0;
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float sum2=0;
float sum3=0;
float sum4=0;
float sum5=0;
float sum6=0;
int Avg=0;
int Avg1=0;
int Avg2=0;
int Avg3=0;
int Avg4=0;
int Avg5=0;
int Avg6=0;
int AVol=0;
int AVol1=0;
int AVol2=0;
int AVol3=0;
int AVol4=0;
int AVol5=0;
int AVol6=0;
sensorValue = analogRead(analogInPin);
sensorValue1 = analogRead(analogInPin1);
sensorValue2 = analogRead(analogInPin2);
sensorValue3 = analogRead(analogInPin3);
sensorValue4= analogRead(analogInPin4);
sensorValue5 = analogRead(analogInPin5);
sensorValue6 = analogRead(analogInPin6);
for (int i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
sum=sum+sensorValue ;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
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sum1=sum1+sensorValue1 ;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
sum2=sum2+sensorValue2 ;
}
for (int i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
sum3=sum3+sensorValue3 ;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
sum4=sum4+sensorValue4 ;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
sum5=sum5+sensorValue5;
}
for (int i = 0; i <50; i++) {
sum6=sum6+sensorValue6;
}
Avg=sum/50;
Avg1=sum1/50;
Avg2=sum2/50;
Avg3=sum3/50;
Avg4=sum4/50;
Avg5=sum5/50;
Avg6=sum6/50;
AVol=Avg*(50.0/800);
AVol1=Avg1*(50.0/800);
AVol2=Avg2*(50.0/800);
AVol3=Avg3*(50.0/800);
AVol4=Avg4*(50.0/800);
AVol5=Avg5*(50.0/800);
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AVol6=Avg6*(50.0/800);
Serial.print(" \n" );
Serial.print(AVol6);
Serial.print(" \t" );
Serial.print(AVol4);
Serial.print(" \t" );
Serial.print(AVol2);
Serial.print(" \t" );
Serial.print("\t \t" );
Serial.print(AVol);
Serial.print(" \t \t" );
Serial.print(AVol1);
Serial.print(" \t" );
Serial.print(AVol3);
Serial.print(" \t" );
Serial.print(AVol5);
Serial.print(" \t" );
if (buttonState == HIGH) {
// turn LED on:
digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
}
else {
// turn LED off:
digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);

if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
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{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
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}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
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{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol<25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1<25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4<25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
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}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3<25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6<25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5<25))
{
goclk1();
}
else if((AVol6>25)&&(AVol4>25)&&(AVol2>25)&&(AVol>25)&&(AVol1>25)&&(AVol3>25)&&(AVol5>25))
{

goclk1();
}

else
{
gofwrd();
}

}
delay(100);

}
}
void gofwrd() {
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int numCommands = sizeof(gofrwrd) / sizeof(byte);
// send script commands
for (int i = 0; i < numCommands; i++) {
Serial.write(gofrwrd[i]);
}
}
void goanticlk1() {
int numCommands = sizeof(goanticlk) / sizeof(byte);
// send script commands
for (int i = 0; i < numCommands; i++) {
Serial.write(goanticlk[i]);
}
}
void rstp(){
int numCommands = sizeof(goanticlk) / sizeof(byte);
// send script commands
for (int i = 0; i < numCommands; i++) {
Serial.write(rstop[i]);
}
}
void gorev1() {
int numCommands = sizeof(gorev) / sizeof(byte);
// send script commands
for (int i = 0; i < numCommands; i++) {
Serial.write(gorev[i]);
}
}

void goclk1() {
int numCommands = sizeof(goclk) / sizeof(byte);
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// send script commands
for (int i = 0; i < numCommands; i++) {
Serial.write(goclk[i]);
}
}
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Appendix-F: PCB Layer by Layer design for Roomba Create
There are four layers used in this project to design Printed Circuit Board.
Design of Bottom layer with traces
Design of Bottom layer with holes.
Design of Isolation later
Design of Rubout layer.
F-1) Design of Bottom layer with traces:

Figure 104: Bottom Layer with traces

For one sided PCB design made on bottom side of the copper clad we need a layout diagram
as shown in Figure 104. There are different ways of drawing these layers. It is also possible to
draw the schematic in one of the CAD software’s and import it to the ISOPRO. For this project
these traces drawn by manually with the mouse.
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F-2) Bottom layer with holes:
This layer is responsible for making the holes for the PCB. Once the holes made in corresponding position it is simple to pass the data automatically pass through the PCB design equipment. (Quick Circuit systems), It is mandatory to choose suitable drill bits. For making these holes
manually in ISOPRO one can use first layer as a reference. Hiding the previous layer while running
the actual machine helps to see which hole is working. Figure 105 shows bottom layer with hole
making spots.

Figure 105: Bottom layer with hole making spots

F-3) Design of Isolation layer:
This is called isolation layer because it isolates the ‘bottom layer with traces’ with a different color around it. As we need the copper clad in place of the blue portion shown in Figure 104.
ISOPRO has Isolate option that will do this task. It isolates that layer with other color. Once the
other layer formed after the isolation we have to run that layer via machine. After making the
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design shown in Figure 106, the data automatically pass through the PCB design equipment (Quick
Circuit systems) to etch with suitable mill at the exact position shown in Figure 107.

Figure 106: Bottom Layer with Isolation

F-4) Design of Isolation layer
Finally, Rub out layer is used to remove the unwanted portion of the board. Figure 107
depicts the Rubout layer. We don’t have to do it manually; ISOPRO has Rubout option that will
do this task. After making the design shown in Figure 107, the data automatically pass through the
PCB design equipment (Quick Circuit systems) to etch with suitable mill at the exact position
shown in Figure 107.
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Figure 107: Bottom Layer with Rubout

Appendix-G: Instructions for Web Publishing of National Instrument’s VI
As an inherent feature of LabVIEW the develop GUI can be launched as a web page using
the publishing tool. This web page can now be accessed using any browser that already has the
LabVIEW runtime engine plug-in installed in it. All the control and monitoring facilities of the
GUI will be available over the Internet. The following steps are involved in publishing a VI:
Go to Tools» Options» Web Server: Configuration and enable your Web Server. Place the name
of your VI in Tools» Options» Web Server.
Go to Tools» Options» Web Server» Visible VIs »select Allow access.
Browser Access »and select Allow Viewing and Controlling.
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Figure 108: Image of web publishing tool dialog box

Find the IP address of the host computer using the command prompt. Use the command
ipconfig /all to get the IP address. This IP address should be noted. (For example, an IP address
will look like ‘131.156.24.135’).
Note down the port number listed in ‘web server’ from ‘options’ under the tools drop down box.
By default, the port number is 8000 and it is highly recommended to not change the port number.
After the VI is tested and if the test is successful, the VI can be published. For this, we select ‘web
publishing tool’ from the ‘tools’ drop down menu in the front end of LabVIEW. This will open
Web publishing tool dialog box as shown in D-2.
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Figure 109 Image of web publishing tool dialog box.

In this dialog box, selected embedded viewing mode and select the VI you want to embed (usually,
current VI). After selecting these, select ‘Start Web Server’ text box and then click ‘next’.
After clicking next, the tool will take you to the next dialog box. The dialog box is shown below
(Figure 110). In this dialog box, we can select the title, header and footer that will be displayed in
the webpage. After editing the title, header and footer, click next.
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Figure 110 Image of web publishing tool dialog box

Figure 3:.
After clicking next, the last dialog box will open. Select the location where you want to save the
VI. LabVIEW will access VI from this location to publish it. Default location is highly recommended. Once the location is selected, the user can choose a title for the publication. This title
will be used to locate the file in URL. Avoid spaces in the title. An image of this dialog box is
shown in D-3.
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Figure 111 Image of web publishing tool dialog box

After selecting the filename, select ‘Save to Disk’. This will open a pop up dialog box showing
the URL for the VI which is being published. Select Connect.

Figure 112: Image of document URL confirmation.

This completes all steps involved in publishing the GUI. It is important to note that the VI in the
host computer must be running when the VI is published. If the VI is not running, it will not be
remotely accessible.
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The URL used to locate the published VI will be in the format-http://IPADDRESS:PORTNUMBER/TITLE.html. For example, in this case the URL is http://131.156.24.135:8000/IRSensor.html.
This URL can be accessed using any web browser as far as the web browser has the latest version
of LabVIEW runtime engine installed in it.
The remote user can start using the VI by right clicking the page and selecting ‘Request Control’.
It can be noted that only one user can have access to the VI at a time. Though it is possible to
create a queue.
The host PC acts as a server and can regain the control of VI anytime. To do this, the user at the
host PC can right click on the running VI and select ‘regain control’. The host PC has the highest
priority.
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Appendix-H: IP camera
An Internet protocol camera, or IP camera, is a type of digital video camera commonly
employed for surveillance, and which, unlike analog closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras,
can send and receive data via a computer network and the Internet. IP cameras monitors the house
over the Internet from anywhere. They had different features such as detect moving objects, sending alert e-mails made them different from the conventional cameras. Also user can choose the
video format to match the speed of Internet also viewing needs.
Sensors and switches can be connected to the camera through two external Input ports and one
Output port.
With privacy mode one can shut the camera lens and protect from unwanted exposure. Operation
is simple - only need to push the privacy button.
Install the camera anywhere with no transmission cables to connect, and high-speed communications at 2.4 GHz, 54 Mbps (IEEE 802.11g) or 2.4 GHz, 11 Mbps (IEEE 802.11b).
The adoption of H.264/ACV has enabled reduction of data volume by more than 30% compared
to MPEG-4 when transmitting data of the same image quality.
When the subject darkens, the camera automatically adjusts the brightness to show the image. So
the user can see clear, easy-to-view images even in the dark.
The camera’s built-in microphone collects peripheral noise and when camera detects the noise
exceeding the threshold it stores the image captured.
The monitoring image is easier to see because it fills the entire screen.
Each IP camera has its own credentials. These credentials are very important in terms of security.
The user has to enter the credentials for access the video.
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The image of the web page displaying the real time video is as shown in Figure. More useful
features of IP camera can be found at the appendix -E.

Figure 113: IP camera video display in a webpage

IP camera integrates motorized pan/tilt movement and wide security coverage, along with wireless
connectivity for an easy, flexible installation. The camera supports the latest Wireless-N standard
with improved connection range and speed, while with support for Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS)
the camera can be connected securely in a matter of minutes. Operators can speak via the camera
using the 2-way audio system which features an integrated microphone and speaker so that no
additional hardware is required. Additionally, the camera's mobile client is ideal for monitoring on
the move, streaming footage to mobile devices .
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Figure 114: Panasonic IP camera

High quality HD 720p video makes subjects in view easy to identify, and with Electrical Day/Night
switching and 3D noise reduction, events can be captured when light levels drop. The BLVT164W also detects movement even in complete darkness with the built-in heat sensor, triggering events such as image upload or email notifications where cameras without this feature could
not.
H-1) Key features & benefits of the Panasonic BL-VT164W
Motorized pan and tilt - move the camera's view via the web interface
Wi-Fi connectivity - Install without network cabling
2-way audio and integrated speaker and microphone - Speak through the camera to people in view
Built-in body heat sensor - Detect intrusion even in complete darkness
Mobile phone viewer - Monitor footage on the move
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Privacy button - Prevent unwanted monitoring at the push of a button
Bundled recording software - Record and export security video footage at no additional cost.
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Appendix-I: Operational Steps of Roomba Create
Opening the VI:
Step-1: Double click on the file ‘Roomba.vi’. This will start the process of opening the VI. If the
previously opened VI was closed forcefully then LabVIEW may provide an option to recover the
project. If so, click on the ‘Recover’ button.
Step-2: On the File menu choose the ‘VI Properties’ select ‘Windows Appearance’ within the
Category field ,select ‘Default’ and click OK .
Step-3: Click on ‘Window’ menu and choose ‘Show Block Diagram’ option. This will open the
block diagram of the VI. Do not change anything on block diagram. Just minimize it .Do NOT
close either.
Step-4: Run the VI by clicking the Run button (thick arrow) on the VI. When the VI is running
the run button will turned to dark color.
Step-5: Now we need to customize the appearance of VI. To do this select ‘File’ menu and choose
‘VI Properties’. This will open a pop-up window .The pop-up window will have ‘Default’ button
selected. Change this selection and choose ‘Custom’ and click on ‘Customize’ button .This will
open a pop-up window called ‘Customize Window Appearance’.
Step-6: Un-tick everything except ‘Allow user to resize window’. Finally press OK.
With the ‘Allow user to resize window’ selected one can be able to adjust the size of the VI. By
dragging from the corners of the VI we can resize the VI appearance. It does not affect the remote
end appearance.
Step-7: Now open a browser, either Chrome or Explorer within a remote system.
Closing the VI:
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Step-1: There is no visible option to close or stop the VI. To view the closing and stopping options,
one needs to open the ‘Roomba vi Block Diagram’ from the task bar. Click on ‘Roomba vi Block
Diagram’ in task bar and this will open the block diagram that we minimized earlier
Step-2: Click on the ‘File’ menu and choose the ‘VI Properties’. Within the window choose ‘Default option’ and click OK. This will open the VI with activated run and stop buttons .If the control
of the VI is with a remote PC as then one needs to right click on the graph area and choose ‘Regain
Control’ option for the server to regain the control. Now the server will have the control.

Step-3: To stop or abort the VI click on the red button at the top left side of the VI. With this
action the run arrow will turn little lighter that means the VI has now stopped. Now one can close
the LabVIEW by clicking x symbol. This will ask whether to save changes the file, say no. Then
close the LabVIEW main window.
The same procedure needs to follow for the video files if posted (Inside View and outside View).
The video VI files are also located on the desktop. The html files used for VI hosting are located
at- C:\Program Files\National Instruments\Lab VIEW 2013\www. There is no need to change
anything on these files. These files can be used for adjusting VI position on the remote end.
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Appendix-J: Creating a custom button in LabVIEW.
We can create custom buttons in LabVIEW. We created custom buttons like Door, Fan, Light,
Heater etc. These are the steps to follow to create a custom button in LabVIEW.
Step1:
Create Ok button in the front panel located in Boolean palette.

Ok button

Step2:
Right Click on OK button and follow Advanced><customize...

Customizing Ok button
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Step3:
The following window opens then click the settings symbol. It changes ti Y symbol as shown
below.

Control button

Step4:
Once it changed to Y symbol means that, it is in edit mode. Then right click on the button and
import the image you would like to use as button.

Importing picture

Step5:
Once you imported the image, it appears in place of the button.
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Image imported from file

Step6:
This state of button is off state. To change the button in on state click on Y symbol again.

Changing state

Step7:
This will change Y to settings button as shown.

Default mode
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Step8:
Click on image now. It will go to button “on” state as shown.

Button On state

Step9:
Repeat the same procedure from step4 to step 7.
Then we can define on and off state as follows.

On state

Off state

Similarly we created all the custom buttons, and organized them accordingly. In LabVIEW text
size and color can be adjusted by using the following option in the toolbar.
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Text adjustment
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Appendix-K: Hardware components Used:
Hardware components used for the House model is listed in the following table
Table 4: List of hardware components

1

Board Mount Temperature Sensors MEMSTempSensor NoCnt 4x4

Mouser

2

Temperature Sensor Modules Sensor 5V 2.7mA Anlg Thermopile IR

Mouser

3

Board Mount Temperature Sensors Low VTG Prec Vout 2.7-5.5V

Mouser

4

Low Signal Relays - PCB ThruHole Sealed DPDT 12VDC 500mW

Mouser

5

General Purpose Relays Power PCB Relay Sealed SPST-NO 5VDC

Mouser

6

General Purpose Relays 20A 12VDC SPST 900MW PCB

Mouser

7

Reed Relays SPST 5 VDC .5A 500 OHM

Mouser

8

Transistors Bipolar - BJT NPN Gen Pur SS

Mouser

9

Isolated DC/DC Converters 15-36Vin 12Vout 0.4A Switching Regulator

Mouser

10

Metal Film Resistors - Through Hole 1/4W 560 ohm 1%

Mouser

11

Metal Film Resistors - Through Hole 680ohms 1% 100PPM

Mouser

12

Metal Film Resistors - Through Hole 15K 1% 50PPM

Mouser
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13

Film Capacitors 250DC 2.2uF 10% L/S =7.5mm

Mouser

14

Timers & Support Products Precision

Mouser

15

IRF840

Mouser

16

Rectifiers Vr/400V Io/1A

Mouser

17

TEST SOCKET, 2MM, 10A, SOLDER, GREEN

Newark

18

WIRE-BOARD CONN, HEADER, 26POS, 2.54MM

Newark

19

TEST SOCKET, 10A, SOLDER, BLACK

Newark

20

TEST SOCKET, 10A, SOLDER, RED

Newark

21

TEST PLUG, 10A, SOLDER, BLACK

Newark

22

TEST PLUG, 10A, SOLDER, RED

Newark

23

PWR SPLY,SW,ENCL,312W,PFC,24V@13A,UL/CUL/TUV/CE

Jameco

24

FAN,12VDC,49CFM,92X92X25SLEEVE,11"LEADS,UL/CUL/TUV/CE

Jameco

25

PWR SPLY,SW,ENCL,66W,5V@8A12V@4A,UL/CUL/TUV/CE

Jameco

26

Swann Window and Door Magnetic Alarms, SW351-MD2, 2pk

Wallmart
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27

Mitaki-Japan Motion Sensor Alarm Set

Wallmart

NIUSB6216

National
Instruments

29

Mini Linear actuator

Prograssive
automations

30

Arduino Mega

Mouser

28

K-1) Temperature Sensor:
The temperature sensor (TMP35) sensing range should fall within a typical range of -30 degrees
Celsius to 49 degrees Celsius; which corresponds to -22 degrees Fahrenheit to 120 degrees Fahrenheit. With the temperature sensor producing an analog signal for LabVIEW to read, the data
can then be used to trigger the fan or heating circuit. The trigger for both the heater and the fan
can be digital or analog depending on the result wanted.
K-2) Light Sensor:
Photo resistor as a light sensor. The resistivity of photo resistor changes with light, so it is useful
to measure the change outside light of the house.
K-3) Fan:
DC Fans are the most effective in thermal solutions. Air flow is inversely proportional related to
allowable temperature rise within a system. A little change in the allowable temperature rise leads
to a significant change in air flow required. Therefore, if there is a little compromise to the limit
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imposed on allowable temperature rise, there will be a considerably less amount of air flow required. In this project a 12V DC fan is used to control the temperature of the house range with full
speed.
K-4) Door:
A door is a moving structure used to block off, and allow access to, an entrance to or within an
enclosed space, such as a building or vehicle. In this project Door have a linear actuator attached
to it to allow opening and closing of the door through the GUI (Datasheet for Linear Actuator,
2014).
K-5) Light:
To provide lighting the house will come equipped with 3 Watt LED lights which will light the one
room house. These lights will be triggered through a light level sensor mounted on the outside of
the house. When the sensor outside reaches its threshold, the limit of darkness it reads, the lights
will turn on automatically through the GUI. When it becomes too bright outside for the sensor
then the lights will turn off. The LEDs will also be able to be manually turned on/off through the
GUI.
K-6) Relays:
For the relays implemented for the house there were a few specifications that needed to be looked
at before relays were chosen. The coil current of the relays could not exceed 16mA due to the
power limitations of the I/O card. For the fan the relay output needs to produce 12 volts to the
fan at less than 1 Ampere which the 600Ω reed relay can handle. For the door the relay needs to
be able to handle 1.2 Amperes which was tested multiple times for the relays used. The relays
used are no longer in any databases so they were tested to make sure they could handle the power
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requirements. The lights use the same relay as the door but require less current so they are suitable
for that circuit as well (Realy Datasheet, 2014).
K-7) Data acquisition System (NI USB 6216):
Data acquisition (DAQ) is the process of measuring an electrical or physical phenomenon such
as voltage, current, temperature, pressure, or sound with a computer. A DAQ system consists of
sensors, DAQ measurement hardware, and a computer with programmable software. Compared
to traditional measurement systems, PC-based DAQ systems exploit the processing power,
productivity, display, and connectivity capabilities of industry-standard computers providing a
more powerful, flexible, and cost-effective measurement solution (Instruments, NI LabVIEW,
2015).

Figure 115: NI USB 6216
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Appendix-L: Operational Steps of Model House
Opening the VI:
Step-1: Double click on the file ‘House.vi’. This will start the process of opening the VI. If the
previously opened VI was closed forcefully then LabVIEW may provide an option to recover the
project. If so, click on the ‘Recover’ button.
Step-2: On the File menu choose the ‘VI Properties’ select ‘Windows Appearance’ within the
Category field ,select ‘Default’ and click OK .
Step-3: Click on ‘Window’ menu and choose ‘Show Block Diagram’ option. This will open the
block diagram of the VI. Do not change anything on block diagram. Just minimize it .Do NOT
close either.
Step-4: Run the VI by clicking the Run button (thick arrow) on the VI. When the VI is running
the run button will turned to dark color.
Step-5: Now we need to customize the appearance of VI. To do this select ‘File’ menu and choose
‘VI Properties’. This will open a pop-up window .The pop-up window will have ‘Default’ button
selected. Change this selection and choose ‘Custom’ and click on ‘Customize’ button .This will
open a pop-up window called ‘Customize Window Appearance’.
Step-6: Un-tick everything except ‘Allow user to resize window’. Finally press OK.
With the ‘Allow user to resize window’ selected one can be able to adjust the size of the VI. By
dragging from the corners of the VI we can resize the VI appearance. It does not affect the remote
end appearance.
Step-7: Now open a browser, either Chrome or Explorer within a remote system.
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Closing the VI:
Step-1: There is no visible option to close or stop the VI. To view the closing and stopping options,
one needs to open the ‘House vi Block Diagram’ from the task bar. Click on ‘House vi Block
Diagram’ in task bar and this will open the block diagram that we minimized earlier
Step-2: Click on the ‘File’ menu and choose the ‘VI Properties’. Within the window choose ‘Default option’ and click OK. This will open the VI with activated run and stop buttons .If the control
of the VI is with a remote PC as then one needs to right click on the graph area and choose ‘Regain
Control’ option for the server to regain the control. Now the server will have the control.

Step-3: To stop or abort the VI click on the red button at the top left side of the VI. With this
action the run arrow will turn little lighter that means the VI has now stopped. Now one can close
the LabVIEW by clicking x symbol. This will ask whether to save changes the file, say no. Then
close the LabVIEW main window.
The same procedure needs to follow for the video files if posted (Inside View and outside View).
The video VI files are also located on the desktop. The html files used for VI hosting are located
at- C:\Program Files\National Instruments\Lab VIEW 2013\www. There is no need to change
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Appendix-M: Information about the Analog Video:
We have added two camera’s one inside of the house, another outside of the house. We set the
default values to camera after adjusting brightness, contrast, hue, sharpness etc. in the vision acquisition properties. We also customized the video appearing in the front panel with white background. The Figure below shows inside view of the House in LabVIEW front panel.

Figure 116: Inside the House

The Figure below shows outside view of the House in LabVIEW front panel.
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Figure 117: Outside the House

Block diagram of the LabVIEW for Insideview.vi as shown.

Figure 118: Inside View video block in LabVIEW

Block diagram of the LabVIEW for outsideview.vi as shown. Here the button used is to select
zoom in/out in the run time video.
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Figure 119: Outside View video block in LabVIEW

M-1) Adjusting the properties of Vision Acquisition:
Figure below shows the properties of the video can be adjusted by selecting the properties in vision
acquisition block. There are different attributes one can change through this menu. By setting best
suitable configuration gives you the best quality of video output.
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Figure 120: Adjusting the video properties.

